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ABSTRACT
Depression detection research has increased over the last few decades,
one major bottleneck of which is the limited data availability and
representation learning. Recently, self-supervised learning has seen
success in pretraining text embeddings and has been applied broadly
on related tasks with sparse data, while pretrained audio embed-
dings based on self-supervised learning are rarely investigated.
This paper proposes DEPA, a self-supervised, pretrained depression
audio embedding method for depression detection. An encoder-
decoder network is used to extract DEPA on in-domain depressed
datasets (DAIC andMDD) and out-domain (Switchboard, Alzheimer’s)
datasets. With DEPA as the audio embedding extracted at response-
level, a significant performance gain is achieved on downstream
tasks, evaluated on both sparse datasets like DAIC and large major
depression disorder dataset (MDD). This paper not only exhibits
itself as a novel embedding extracting method capturing response-
level representation for depression detection but more significantly,
is an exploration of self-supervised learning in a specific task within
audio processing.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Depression, a disease of considerable attention, has been affecting
more than 300 million people worldwide. An increasing amount
of research has been conducted on automatic depression detection
and severity prediction, in particular, from conversational speech,
which has embedded crucial information about one’s mental state.
Despite recent advances in deep learning, automatic depression
detection from speech remains a challenging task.

Since depression is a complicated mental disorder consisting of
various symptoms, utilizing traditional feature extraction methods
for emotion recognition might lack precision in asserting each indi-
vidual’s mental state. Previous exploration has covered commonly-
used emotion-related features such as COVAREP [5], general-purpose
audio features including log-Mel spectrogram (LMS), and combina-
tion of Short-Time Fourier Transform (STFT) and Mel-Frequency
Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) [20], and speaker-related audio em-
bedding like i-vector [4]. However, as these features are not tailored
for application in assessing mental disorders, thus could be less
efficient towards such a task with high specificity.

Another characteristic of depression is that usually only one sin-
gle label (diagnosis results) is provided for a multi-turn interview.
Specifically, during a session with a doctor, it would be impossible
to give a specific label 𝑦𝑡 ∈ {0, 1}, representing the mental state
(depressed or healthy) for each time step 𝑡 . Here 𝑡 can be chosen
on any arbitrary level, such as phone-, word- or sentence-level.
Those long sequences subsequently influence depression detection
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performance. Previous work has hinted that extracting embeddings
on segment-level (e.g., sentence, response) might benefit perfor-
mance [20], while modeling depression via a stationary, time-step
independent representation is likely to fail [1]. Hence, a successful
audio-embedding for depression detection needs to be extracted on
sequence-level (e.g., spoken sentence/utterance), to capture rich,
long-term spoken context as well as emotional development within
an interview.

The last important problem is that models so far are heavily
restricted by the limited amount of depression data. Hence even
with the recent advances of deep learning, this data sparsity has
caused difficulty in model performance enhancement and repro-
duction. One potential solution to the aforementioned data sparsity
problem is to pretrain a model on large data and then leverage the
model’s knowledge to a downstream task. However, pretraining
on supervised tasks (e.g., speech recognition) is time-intensive and
costly with manual labeling. Self-supervised training, which uti-
lizes the original property of the data, can potentially remove the
dependency on manual labels, thus being able to easily scale with
data.

encoder decoder

Figure 1: The DEPA pretraining framework. The training
objective follows the estimation of a middle spectrogram
within a sequence of 2𝑘 + 1 spectrograms.

Contribution. This paper proposes DEPA, a self-supervised, pre-
trained depression audio embedding method for automatic depres-
sion detection (see Figure 1). To our knowledge, this is the first
time a self-supervised neural network pretraining is performed on
a depression detection task.

• We achieved the highest classification performance and low-
est regression errors on the benchmark depression detec-
tion dataset by modeling each patient’s response via the
sequence of his/her uttered speech and realize the extraction
of response-level representation with DEPA.

• To highlight the necessity of using sentence-level representa-
tions for tasks like depression detection, we compared with
previously-used audio features, including general-purpose
features, emotion-related representations, and x-vector speaker
embeddings. Results suggest a significant performance gain
with the use of DEPA and the efficiency of sequence-level rep-
resentations. We also design several experiments to further

illustrate performance enhancement by using sentence-level
representations.

• DEPA pretrained on depression data (in-domain) and out-
domain datasets are compared, including other mental disor-
ders interviewing conversation datasets and general-purpose
speech datasets. Results indicate that self-supervised pre-
training on large datasets, especially on those share similar
mental disorders with depression, is beneficial to the current
data sparsity scenarios and largely outperforms raw features
without pretraining.

• We conduct a series of ablation studies to analyze possible
factors which may influence the pretraining process, includ-
ing the configuration of feature extraction, the hyperparam-
eters in pretraining process, and the pretraining strategy.

2 RELATEDWORK
In this section, related work on depression detection and self-
supervised learning will be discussed.

2.1 Depression detection
Various methods have been proposed for automatic depression de-
tection. Representation learning and classifier selection are the two
major research areas within depression detection. Deep learning
methods have been employed to extract high-level feature represen-
tations [1]. In particular [11] utilized causal convolutional neural
networks (C-CNN) to enable sequence-level feature extraction and
achieved a high performance by combining visual, audio, and tex-
tual modalities. Results indicate that sequence-level representation
outperforms frame-level ones with respect to depression detection.
Notable work on pretraining audio features for depression detection
includes [22], which trained an audio word-book in unsupervised
fashion using Gaussian mixture models to extract segment-level
features and uses a BLSTM model with max-temporal pooling as a
depression classifier. [20] investigated a knowledge transfer from
emotion recognition to depression detection by firstly pretraining
a recurrent neural network on a fully-labeled emotion recognition
dataset. Their results suggest that emotion is a possible marker for
automatic depression detection and that transfer learning enhances
performance.

2.2 Self-supervised learning
Self-supervised learning is a technique where training data is au-
tonomously labeled, yet the training procedure is supervised. A clas-
sic example of self-supervised learning is auto-encoders [8], aiming
to reconstruct a given input from a hidden representation. Learning
representations with self-supervised training has lead to remark-
able improvement in several fields, including textual, visual, audio,
and multimodal processing. In natural language processing (NLP),
self-supervised text embedding pretraining can be seen as a major
breakthrough, with methods such as GloVe [16], BERT [7], and
ELMo [17]. Self-supervised pretraining from audio-visual signals,
such as SoundNet [2], have been found to outperform traditional
spectrogram-based features in acoustic environment classification.
In fact, much research has focused on self-supervised audio-visual
segmentation and feature extraction [15, 21, 28]. Recently, many
researches in Computer Vision field use contrastive learning as
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their self-supervised learning method. SimCLR [3], MoCo [12], and
CoCLR [10] all use contrastive learning with some variations to
retain visual representations.

In particular, pretrained approaches such as EmoAudioNet [19]
have been applied in depression detection, however, its pretraining
process requires large 1000h (Librispeech), gender-labeled training
data to be successful, which requires extensive manual labor. Our
main inspiration for this work stems from Audio2Vec [25], where a
self-supervised approach was proposed, the objective of which is to
extract general-purpose audio representations for mobile devices.

Relatively, little research has been conducted on self-supervised
audio representation learning in depression detection, or such med-
ical applications. The reasons could include: 1) Content-rich audio
contains undesirable information, such as environmental sounds,
interfering speech, and noise. 2) Features are typically low-level and
extracted within a short time-scale (e.g., 40 ms), each containing
little information about high-level concepts (e.g., a single phoneme
contains little information about a sentence). 3) Due to the nature
of depression detection, interviews are comparatively long (many
minutes), which, combined with fine-scale features, means that a
classifier needs to remember very long sequences while filtering
out unimportant information.

3 DEPA: SELF-SUPERVISED AUDIO
EMBEDDING

This paper proposes DEPA, an auditory feature extracted via a neu-
ral network to summarize spoken language. Our proposed method
consists of a self-supervised convolutional encoder-decoder net-
work, where the encoder is later used as DEPA embedding extractor
from spectrograms. Given a spectrogram of a specific audio clip (e.g.,
a spoken sentence)X ∈ R𝑆×𝐷 , where 𝑆 is the number of frames and
𝐷 the data dimension (e.g., frequency bins). We proceed to slice X
into

⌊
𝑆

(1+𝛼) (2𝑘+1) ·𝑇

⌋
non-overlapping samples X𝑖 ∈ R( (2𝑘+1) ·𝑇 )×𝐷 ,

where𝑇 is the number of frames in one sub-spectrogram which will
be explained below, 𝑘 is the hyperparameter which controls number
of such sub-spectrograms in one sample, and 𝛼 ≥ 0 is the gap pa-
rameter such that each sample being 𝑔𝑎𝑝 ∈ R(𝛼 · (2𝑘+1) ·𝑇 )×𝐷 apart.
The gap between two segments avoids that the self-supervised
model exploits spectral leakage to shortcut and easily solve the
task.

X = [X0, 𝑔𝑎𝑝,X1, 𝑔𝑎𝑝, · · · ,X𝑖 , · · · , ]
Each sample X𝑖 is sliced into 2𝑘 + 1 sub-spectrograms M𝑗 ∈

R𝑇×𝐷 . Each X𝑖 is therefore the concatenation of a centerM0 sub-
spectrogram and its 𝑘 adjacent left-right context:

X𝑖 = [M−𝑘 , · · · ,M−1,M0,M1, · · · ,M𝑘 ] ,

IfX is shorter than (2𝑘+1)𝑇 frames, we pad zeros to fill (2𝑘+1)𝑇
frames.

Our self-supervised learning uses a generative strategy. The
training process treats the center spectrogram M0 as the target,
taking its surrounding spectrograms M𝑗 , ( 𝑗 ≠ 0) to re-generate the
center spectrogram and computes the embedding loss (Equation (1)).
Figure 2 shows the slicing process, and the detailed pretraining
process is depicted in Figure 1.

Gap

Figure 2: Slicing an audio clip spectrogram (X) into sam-
plesX𝑖 and sub-spectrogramsM𝑗 for DEPA training. The gap
avoids spectral leakage of a sub-spectrogram to its neigh-
bors.

L𝑒𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑑 =
1
𝑇𝐹

𝑇∑
𝑡=1

𝐹∑
𝑑=1

(M0𝑡,𝑑 −M
′
0𝑡,𝑑 )

2 . (1)

Encoder architecture. The encoder architecture contains three
downsampling blocks, followed by an extra convolution layer as
well as an adaptive pooling layer. Each block consists of a convo-
lution, average pooling, batch-normalization, and rectified linear
unit (ReLU) activation layer. The time-axis 2𝑘𝑇 is subsampled to
2𝑘𝑇
64 before being average pooled in time and frequency dimension.

Decoder architecture. The decoder upsamples the encoder out-
put v via four transposed convolutional upsampling blocks and
predicts the center spectrogram M

′
0 ∈ R𝑇×𝐷 . The encoder-decoder

architecture is shown in Figure 3.

Input:	mel-scale	spectrograms	of	(1,	2kT,	D)

Convolution	1:		(4,	2kT/2,	D/2)

AveragePooling	1:	(4,	2kT/4,	D/4)

BatchNormalization	1:	(4,	2kT/4,	D/4)

ReLU	1:	(4,	2kT/4,	D/4)

Convolution	2:		(16,	2kT/8,	D/8)

AveragePooling	2:	(16,	2kT/16,	D/16)

BatchNormalization	2:	(16,	2kT/16,	D/16)

ReLU	2:	(16,	2kT/16,	D/16)

Convolution	3:		(64,	2kT/16,	D/16)

AveragePooling	3:	(64,	2kT/32,	D/32)

BatchNormalization	3:	(64,	2kT/32,	D/32)

ReLU	3:	(64,	2kT/32,	D/32)

Convolution	4:		(256,	2kT/64,	D/64)

AdaptivePooling	1:	(256,	1,	1)

Output:	(256)

Input:	(256)

Linear	projection	and	reshape:	(64,	T/16,	D/16)

Transpose	Convolution	1:		(32,	T/8,	D/8)

BatchNormalization	1:	(32,	T/8,	D/8)

ReLU	1:	(32,	T/8,	D/8)

Output:	(T,	D)

Transpose	Convolution	2:		(16,	T/4,	D/4)

BatchNormalization	2:	(16,	T/4,	D/4)

ReLU	2:	(16,	T/4,	D/4)

Transpose	Convolution	3:		(4,	T/2,	D/2)

BatchNormalization	3:	(4,	T/2,	D/2)

ReLU	3:	(4,	T/2,	D/2)

Transpose	Convolution	4:		(1,	T,	D)

Figure 3: DEPA pretraining encoder-decoder architecture.

After pretraining the encoder-decoder network, DEPA is ex-
tracted via feeding a variable-length audio segment R (here on
patient response-level) into the encoder model and obtaining a sin-
gle |v| = 256-dimensional embedding per segment. The sequence
of DEPA embeddings is then further fed into a depression detection
network, which can be seen in Figure 4.
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4 DOWNSTREAM TASK: DEPRESSION
DETECTION

In this section, we detail our approach to the downstream task of
depression detection on two datasets: DAIC, a small dataset used
as depression detection benchmark; MDD, a large dataset focused
specifically on female patients with major depression detection (see
section 5 for a detailed introduction).

Small Benchmark Data with Two Label Sets. Depression state and
severity score is provided in the DAIC dataset, hence, we propose a
multi-task scheme, combining depression state classification and
depression score prediction. This approach models a patients’ de-
pression sequentially, meaning that only the patients’ responses
are utilized. Due to the recent success of LSTM networks in this
field [1], our depression prediction structure follows a bidirectional
LSTM (BLSTM) approach with four layers of size 128.

The model outputs for response 𝑟 a two dimensional vector
(𝑦′

𝑐 (𝑟 ), 𝑦
′
𝑟 (𝑟 )), representing the estimated binary patient state (𝑦

′
𝑐 (𝑟 ))

as well as the PHQ-8 score (𝑦
′
𝑟 (𝑟 ), a numerical metric to evaluate

depression extent). Finally, first timestep pooling is applied to com-
pile all responses of a patient to a single vector (𝑦′

𝑐 (0), 𝑦
′
𝑟 (0)). The

architecture is shown in Figure 4.

ℓ𝑏𝑐𝑒 (𝑦
′
𝑐 , 𝑦𝑐 ) = -[𝑦𝑐 · log𝑦

′
𝑐 + (1 − 𝑦𝑐 ) log(1 − 𝑦

′
𝑐 )] (2)

ℓℎ𝑢𝑏 (𝑦
′
𝑟 , 𝑦𝑟 ) =

{
0.5(𝑦𝑟 − 𝑦

′
𝑟 )2, if |𝑦𝑟 − 𝑦

′
𝑟 | < 1

|𝑦𝑟 − 𝑦
′
𝑟 | − 0.5, otherwise

(3)

ℓ (𝑦
′
𝑐 , 𝑦𝑐 , 𝑦

′
𝑟 , 𝑦𝑟 ) = ℓ𝑏𝑐𝑒 (𝜎 (𝑦

′
𝑐 ), 𝑦𝑐 ) + ℓℎ𝑢𝑏 (𝑦

′
𝑟 , 𝑦𝑟 ) (4)

Two outputs are constructed, one directly predicts the binary
outcome of a participant being depressed, the other outputs the
estimated PHQ-8 score. We opt to use a combination of binary cross
entropy (BCE, for binary classification, Equation (2)) and Huber
loss (for regression, Equation (3)).𝑦𝑐 , 𝑦𝑟 are the ground truth binary
and PHQ-8 score, respectively, while 𝜎 is the sigmoid function. In
this way, our model considers the internal relationship between
binary classification and PHQ-8 score regression, where a higher
PHQ-8 score commonly indicates a probability of being classified
as depressed.

Large Data with One Classification Label. MDD, a privately col-
lected large depression dataset, is also applied in our downstream de-
tection task. For this dataset, we merely predict the depression state,
which is the only label provided. Therefore, the utilized method
is similar to the one above with minor changes: the BLSTM only
output one scaler: 𝑦

′
𝑐 , and only a binary cross-entropy loss ℓ𝑏𝑐𝑒 is

used. Similarly, we model the patient’s response in a sequential
manner.

5 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Depression Data. A commonly used dataset within depression

detection is the Distress Analysis Interview Corpus – Wizard of
Oz (DAIC) [6] dataset, which encompasses 50 hours of data col-
lected from a total of 142 patients. Two labels are provided for
each participant: a binary diagnosis of depressed/healthy and the
patient’s eight-item Patient Health Questionnaire score (PHQ-8)
metric. Thirty speakers within the training (28 %) and 12 within

encoder encoder

BLSTM BLSTM

BLSTM BLSTM

BLSTM BLSTM

BLSTM BLSTM

Pooling	Function

Linear	Projection Linear	Projection

"um	my	parents	are	from	here	um"
Response	0	of	Patient	P

"bye	bye"
Response	n	of	Patient	P

DEPA DEPA

Figure 4: Depression detection with DEPA on DAIC with
multi-task training scheme. The encoder from the proposed
encoder-decoder model provides the BLSTM network with
high-level auditory features. In this figure, DEPA is ex-
tracted on response-level.

the development (34 %) set are classified to have depression. The
DAIC dataset is fully transcribed, including corresponding on- and
offsets within the audio. While this dataset contains training, de-
velopment, and test subsets, our evaluation protocol is reported on
the development subset, since test subset labels are only available to
participants of the 2017 Audio/Visual Emotion Challenge (AVEC).

Dataset Train Dev Test

DAIC
#(D/H) 30/77 12/23 -

# responses 158 190 -
∅ response (s) 2.74 2.63 -

MDD
#(D/H) 516/357 101/87 105/83

# responses 318 320 373
∅ response (s) 0.77 0.769 0.78

Table 1: Statistics regarding the number of responses for
each subset. D/H represents depressed and healthy patients
respectively.

In addition, a large conversational dataset (MDD) for major de-
pression disorder detection under collection has now consisted
of 1000 hours of speech conversation between interviewers and
subjects, with a balanced proportion of healthy and depressed par-
ticipants (722 depressed and 527 healthy). We split the dataset into a
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Domain Dataset Duration (h) Language

In DAIC 13 English
MDD 411 Mandarin

Out SWB 300 English
AD 400 Mandarin

Table 2: In- and out-domain datasets used for DEPApretrain-
ing.

training set (70%), a development set (15%), and a test set (15%). Un-
like the fully-transcribed DAIC dataset, no annotation is provided
in MDD. We hence applied the X-vector-based speaker diarization
tool provided by the Kaldi Toolkit [18] to extract all patient’s speak-
ing segments from the audio. MDD is incorporated to highlight
the benefit of summarizing long sequences using DEPA. Detailed
statistics regarding the proportion of depressed/healthy subjects,
the number of patient responses, and their average duration is
displayed in Table 1.

Pretraining Data. We aim to compare DEPA in regards to pre-
training on related, e.g., in-domain (depression detection) and out-
domain (e.g., speech recognition) datasets.

Regarding in-domain data, we utilized the aforementioned DAIC
and MDD datasets (we take a subset of 411 hours) for in-domain
pretraining in order to compare DEPA to traditional audio feature
approaches. In order to ascertain DEPAs’ usability, we further used
the mature Switchboard (SWB) [9] dataset, containing 300 hours of
English telephone speech. Lastly, we utilized the Alzheimer’s dis-
ease (AD) dataset, collected by Shanghai Mental Clinic Center [13],
containing about 400 hours (questions and answers) of Mandarin
interview recordings from elderly participants. The four datasets
are described in Table 2.

Feature Selection. Regarding front-end features, our work inves-
tigates common LMS and log-power STFT features. Due to different
sample rates across the datasets, we resample each dataset’s audio
to 22050 Hz. All following features are extracted as default with a
hop length (𝜔ℎ𝑜𝑝 ) of 5𝑚𝑠 and a Hann window length (𝜔𝑤𝑖𝑛) of four
times 𝜔ℎ𝑜𝑝 (e.g., 20𝑚𝑠). 128 dimensional LMS and 512-dimensional
STFT features were chosen as the default signal-processing front-
end. In order to compare DEPA against non-self-supervised ap-
proaches, 553-dimensional higher-order (mean, median, variance,
min, max, skewness, kurtosis) COVAREP [5] (HCVP) features were
extracted on response-level. HCVP can be seen as a traditional
high-level representation, which is an ensemble of lower-level de-
scriptors, such as MFCC, pitch, glottal flow, and other features.

Lastly, we also extracted 256-dimensional x-vectors using a
Resnet34 structure [23], for comparison purposes. X-vectors, which
are a state-of-the-art method within speaker recognition, have been
seen to outperform traditional i-vectors, reported as markers for
depression and some other mental diseases [4].

DEPA Pretraining Process. Our encoder-decoder training utilizes
LMS and STFT front-end features, with hyper-parameters𝑘 = 5,𝑇 =

96, 𝛼 = 0.1, extracting a |v| = 256 dimensional DEPA embedding.

Moreover, the model is trained for 25 epochs using Adam opti-
mization with a starting learning rate of 0.004, and a batch size of
512.

Depression Detection Training Process. As mentioned, for the
DAIC dataset, we used a multi-task learning strategy to output
both binary classification and PHQ-8 scores with a BLSTM network
structure. Regarding the MDD dataset, the BLSTM only output
classification prediction. Data standardization was applied by cal-
culating a global mean and variance on the training set and using
those on the development set. A dropout of 0.1 was applied after
each BLSTM layer to prevent overfitting. Adam optimization with
a starting learning rate of 4e−5 and a batch size of 1 was used.

Metrics. Following previous work [1], results are reported in
terms of mean average error (MAE) and root mean square deviation
(RMSE) for regression and macro-averaged (class-wise) precision,
recall, and their harmonic mean (F1) score for classification.

6 RESULTS
Results on the two different datasets are provided respectively:
DAIC, a benchmark dataset for depression detection, is used to
compare against previously methods and demonstrate how DEPA
can help boost performance on sparse data scenarios; MDD, by con-
trast, provides insight on how DEPA compares with raw features,
along with a different number of input responses.

6.1 DAIC Results
Our results using the proposed BLSTM approach with and without
DEPA pretraining are compared to previous attempts in Table 3.
The results are analyzed on multiple levels.

Feature Level Comparison. The results in Table 3 are in line with
our initial assumption, that frame-level audio-features are indeed
underperforming compared to response-level ones, especially for
the BLSTM model. This is likely due to the models’ inherent inca-
pability to remember very long sequences (>10000 frames) for an
abstract task such as depression detection, which is also commonly
seen within other audio processing tasks where long sequences are
harder to predict. Regarding the classification results, it can be seen
that traditional HCVP features outperform LMS, STFT, and x-vector
approaches. Specifically, with respect to regression, HCVP achieves
a score of 4.95, much lower than any other frame-level feature
approach (LMS, STFT, dMFCC-VT, CVP). The sub-optimal perfor-
mance of the x-vector system is likely due to the short response
durations in this dataset, being on average ≈ 2 seconds long. The
performance of x-vector systems generally decreases for utterances
shorter than 3 seconds [23]. Furthermore, response-level features
are likely to contain more context-related information, while frame-
level features tend to isolate information between frames.

Feature Comparison. Even though a multitude of features are
compared (MFCC, LMS, LLD, CVP, STFT), no clear trend can be
established between feature and final performance. Regarding our
BLSTM approach, STFT features consistently underperform against
LMS and HCVP features in terms of MAE. This is likely due to
the increased amount of parameters needed to be estimated by
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Classification Regression

Method Feature Feature
level

Pretrain
Database Pre Rec F1 MAE RMSE

[27] dMFCC-VT Frame ✗ - - 0.57 5.32 6.38
[14] LMS Frame ✗ 0.68 0.77 0.72 - -
[1] HCVP Response ✗ 0.71 0.56 0.63 5.13 6.50
[24] LLD Response ✗ - - - 4.96 6.32
[26] CVP Frame ✗ 0.63 0.69 0.66 5.36 6.74
[19] STFT+MFCC Frame LibriSpeech - - 0.66 - -

BLSTM (Ours)

HCVP Response ✗ 0.73 0.66 0.69 4.95 6.45
LMS Frame ✗ 0.61 0.61 0.61 5.68 6.51
STFT Frame ✗ 0.64 0.64 0.64 6.83 9.27
x-vector Response Voxceleb 0.59 0.59 0.59 6.23 7.10

BLSTM (Ours) + DEPA

LMS Response DAIC 0.71 0.65 0.68 5.47 6.33
STFT 0.91 0.89 0.90 5.48 6.31
LMS Response MDD 0.75 0.74 0.75 5.10 6.05
STFT 0.94 0.94 0.94 5.59 6.46
LMS Response SWB 0.84 0.87 0.86 5.43 6.41
STFT 0.91 0.90 0.91 5.15 6.02
LMS Response AD 0.67 0.67 0.67 5.37 6.50
STFT 0.93 0.96 0.94 4.75 5.73

Table 3: Comparison between DEPA and other audio-based depression detection methods on the DAIC development set.

the BLSTM model (input layer increases from 128 to 512) in con-
junction with the limited available training data. This can partially
be improved by either reducing the feature size (e.g., utilize LMS,
MFCC features) or the number of samples per speaker (e.g., use
the response averaged HCVP features). By contrast, when experi-
mented with DEPA features, extracting DEPA from STFT features
constantly outperforms DEPA from LMS features.

Pretraining Datasets Comparison. DEPA pretraining on the same
DAIC dataset can be seen to enhance performance for LMS (F1 0.61
→ 0.68) and especially STFT features (F1 0.64→ 0.90). This, in turn,
reinforces our initial assumption that response-level features are
much more useful for depression detection. Pretraining on large
datasets (MDD, SWB, and AD) outperformed DAIC in terms of
binary classification as well as regression. Further, pretraining on
AD resulted in the best performance in terms of all metrics. Larger
datasets (DAIC <SWB <MDD = AD) for DEPA pretraining generally
improve performance for STFT features.

6.2 MDD Results
We further evaluatedDEPAperformance on large depression dataset
MDD and reported the result on the test set, with the best setting
observed from the DAIC experiments. We compared the difference
of using raw STFT features and DEPA STFT pretrained on MDD,
along with a different number of patient’s speech responses as the
model input. As seen in Figure 5, DEPA largely outperforms raw
features without DEPA pretraining, regardless of the input response
numbers. We have not conducted experiments of raw STFT using
more than 400 responses because the sequences are too long. More
input responses increase the performance and the 𝐹1 score soars
to 0.84 when we input all responses with DEPA. On the contrary,
when using raw features the performance is negatively correlated

with the input responses. The average duration of one response is
around 0.7𝑠 (Table 1) and raw STFT is extracted with a hop length
𝜔ℎ𝑜𝑝 = 5𝑚𝑠 . Hence one response approximately corresponds to a
140 × 512 raw STFT feature, which is 140 times longer than DEPA.
This suggests DEPA’s superior capability of summarizing sequences,
leading to a performance enhancement with increasing amount of
input length.

The results demonstrate that, for medical tasks where a summa-
rizing label is predicted based on a long, multi-turn conversation, a
sentence-level representation is necessary while traditional frame-
level feature extraction methods might fail.

100 200 400 800 all
Number of responses

0.70

0.72

0.74

0.76

0.78

0.80

0.82

0.84

F1
 sc

or
e

Raw STFT
DEPA STFT

Figure 5: Depression detection w and w/o DEPA pretraining
on MDD, experimented with different number of patient’s
responses incorporated.
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6.3 Ablation
We first design an experiment to demonstrate the importance of
response-level representations for depression detection. Then a
series of ablation studies are conducted to analyze possible factors
which may influence the pretraining model. Lastly, additional gen-
erative strategies are compared with the current center spectrogram
generation strategy.

Segment length. In order to validate the importance of extracting
response-level features, we compare the performance of DEPA
extracted from different segment lengths (number of frames) in
Table 4. In this experiment, each response is first split into sub-
segments of length 𝐿𝑠𝑒𝑔 ∈ {150, 300, 500} ms, whereas for each
𝐿𝑠𝑒𝑔 a single DEPA feature is extracted. Segments are extracted
without overlap, and zero-padding is used for the last segment.
Each segment length can be interpreted as being on a word (150
ms), short sentence (300 ms), and sentence (500 ms) level.

The results indicate an increase in segment length for DEPA
extraction commensurates with an increase in binary classification
performance. More significant amounts of frames increase the per-
formance, whereas the performance peaks when DEPA is extracted
at the response level (the default). Note that larger chunks represent
a shorter amount of input features the BLSTM needs to process.
This subsequently benefits the learning mechanism of the BLSTM.
The larger the chunks are, the more information is summarized;
hence fewer independent features are extracted. Interestingly, even
though the binary classification performance is greatly enhanced,
the MAE score is less influenced. This might indicate that DEPA
is an excellent tool for summarizing interviewee sentences yet
falls short in extracting meaningful depression-related information.
However, note that an MAE of ≈ 5.5 is in line with most results in
previous works (see Table 3).

Classification Regression
Duration Pre Rec F1 MAE RMSE
150 ms 0.58 0.54 0.56 5.51 6.51
300 ms 0.68 0.69 0.69 5.63 6.37
500 ms 0.78 0.76 0.77 5.57 6.43
response 0.93 0.96 0.94 4.75 5.73

Table 4: Comparison on performance of DEPA extracted
from different segment lengths. The encoder-decoder has
been trained on the AD dataset with hyperparameters 𝑘 =

5, 𝜔ℎ𝑜𝑝 = 5𝑚𝑠.

Feature frame-shift. Experiments comparing differences in frame-
shift (𝜔ℎ𝑜𝑝 ) for DEPA extraction in regards to different values of 𝑘
can be seen in Table 5. Note that for all experiments, the window
size 𝜔𝑤𝑖𝑛 is set to four times the frame-shift.

The results indicate that using a smaller 𝜔ℎ𝑜𝑝 enhances per-
formance (compare 𝜔ℎ𝑜𝑝 = 5, 10). A short hop-size is potentially
beneficial to detect slight variations in speech, leading to better
performance.

A similar improvement in binary classification performance can
be observed when increasing the number of adjacent spectrograms
fed into the network 𝑘 , culminating at 𝑘 = 5.

Classification Regression
𝑘 𝜔ℎ𝑜𝑝 Pre Rec F1 MAE RMSE

3 5 ms 0.84 0.87 0.86 4.99 6.24
10 ms 0.62 0.62 0.62 5.49 6.47

4 5 ms 0.91 0.89 0.90 4.86 6.02
10 ms 0.64 0.66 0.65 5.48 6.42

5 5 ms 0.93 0.96 0.94 4.75 5.73
10 ms 0.72 0.68 0.70 5.43 6.59

Table 5: Comparison between different configurations of 𝑘
and the hop size 𝜔ℎ𝑜𝑝 during pretraining on the AD dataset.

Generative Strategy. In addition to generating the center spectro-
gram given the context, we conduct experiments to compare the
performance of two different generative strategies: forward and
backward. In the forward strategy (Figure 6a), we predict the last
spectrogramM𝑘 with all previous onesM𝑖 , 𝑖 = [−𝑘,−𝑘+1, · · · , 𝑘−1]
in the sample, while in the backward strategy (Figure 6b), the first
spectrogram M−𝑘 is treated as prediction target. Results in Table 6
indicate that generating the center spectrogram performs the best
among three different patterns. It’s probably because that the center
strategy combines both forward and backward ones and benefits
from it. Furthermore, the backward strategy outperforms the for-
ward one, probably because it’s harder to figure out the cause (back-
ward) than the result (forward), and a harder pretraining process is
beneficial to the downstream task depression detection.

Classification Regression
pattern Pre Rec F1 MAE RMSE
center 0.93 0.96 0.94 4.75 5.73

backward 0.91 0.89 0.90 5.38 6.24
forward 0.89 0.85 0.87 5.47 6.47

Table 6: Results of different generating patterns

7 CONCLUSION
This work proposes DEPA, an audio embedding pretraining method
for automatic depression detection. An encoder-decoder model is
trained in a self-supervised fashion to predict and reconstruct a
center spectrogram given a spectrogram context. Then, DEPA is
extracted from a trained encoder model and fed into a depression
detection BLSTM network. DEPA exhibits an excellent performance
compared to traditional LMS, STFT, HCVP, x-vector, and other
commonly used features. DEPA pretrained on In-domain DAIC
suggests a significantly better result on detection presence detection
using STFT features (DAIC F1 0.90, MDD F1 0.94) compared to LMS
features (DAIC F1 0.68, MDD F1 0.71) as well as other approaches
without DEPA. Pretraining on large datasets, e.g. DEPA on AD
reached F1 0.94 & MAE 4.75, further shows that additional out-
domain data is beneficial to depression detection research. Results
validated on MDD also illustrate performance enhancement with
DEPA’s superior capability of summarizing sequences. DEPA can
be a generalized method for similar tasks that need to summarize
long sequences given a single output label, for e.g. most medical
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Figure 6: Two different generating strategies

applications of audio classification including dementia, Parkinson’s
disease.
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